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Mexican engineer Asuncion
Diaz speaks at his plantation

of “Poblano” chili pepper -
used to make the traditional

“Chile en Nogada”.

Mexican engineer Asuncion Diaz shows a “Poblano” chili pepper -used to
make the traditional “Chile en Nogada”- at his plantation in San Andres
Calpan, Puebla state, Mexico. — AFP photos

A chef cooks “Chile en Nogada” (“Poblano” Chili Pepper with Walnut Sauce) in
San Andres Calpan, Puebla state, Mexico.

View of a “Poblano” chili pepper -used to make the traditional “Chile en
Nogada”.

Priyanka Chopra Jonas and Farhan Akhtar attend “The Sky Is Pink” premiere during the 2019 Toronto International Film Festival
at Roy Thomson Hall in Toronto, Canada. — AFP photos

Speaking against a backdrop of two soaring,
snow-capped volcanoes, Asuncion Diaz
explains his fight to save the original

poblano chile, one of the most important ingredi-
ents in Mexican cuisine, from climate change and
other threats. The pristine panorama notwith-
standing, Diaz and other producers in Puebla say
climate change is stalking this mountainous region
in central Mexico and threatening the dark green
chile pepper for which it is famous. “The chiles get
burned by the sun, and if it rains they go bad,” says
Diaz, a 55-year-old agricultural engineer, taking a
break from work on his plantation outside San
Andres Calpan, a village nestled in the skirts of the
region’s twin volcanoes, Popocatepetl and
Iztaccihuatl.

Looking up at the first volcano, which locals
affectionately call “Popo,” fellow farmer Hilda Cruz
concurs that the region is heating up. “When I was
a little girl, Popocatepetl had snow year-round. I
was 35 when I saw it without snow for the first
time. It made me cry,” says Cruz, now 64. The dis-
appearing snow has been caused in part by
increased volcanic activity inside Popo’s crater.
But Mexico’s environment ministry says climate
change is also wreaking havoc on the region, caus-
ing droughts, frost and heavy precipitation. Cruz
runs a cooperative that helps local farmers sell
their produce directly to some of Mexico’s most

famous restaurants.
She says her mission is to save the “saberes y

sabores”-the knowledge and flavors-of traditional
Mexican food. Climate change is just one of the
threats facing the ingredients of Mexico’s
renowned cuisine, which was named an essential
part of the world’s cultural heritage by UNESCO
in 2010. Hybrid seeds, globalization and con-
sumers’ demand for immaculate produce are also
taking their toll on ingredients like the poblano,
which is used in Puebla’s luscious “mole”-a spicy,
chocolatey sauce-and in “chiles en nogada,” an
iconic dish associated with Mexican Independence
Day, September 16.

Fighting back 
Diaz says the poblano has also taken a hit

because of the arrival of hybrid seeds imported
from China that grow year-round and are more
weather-resistant-but also yield less-tasty, less-
crunchy peppers. “We’re losing the tradition of the
original chile, the one our ancestors ate,” he told
AFP. Biting into a classic chile poblano at a family
dinner in Mexico City, Enrique Garcia closes his
eyes in bliss. He agrees. “I haven’t eaten one like
this since I was a boy. They’re like my grandmoth-
er’s-the texture, the thickness, the crunchiness,”
says Garcia, 49.

According to the World Wildlife Fund (WWF),

which launched a campaign last month to save
Mexico’s classic ingredients, six out of every 10
chiles consumed in the country today come from
Chinese seeds. But now some farmers and chefs
are fighting back to save Mexico’s indigenous
chiles, beans, tomatoes, gourds, maize and more.
They include star chef Ricardo Munoz Zurita, the
man behind “Azul,” one of Mexico City’s top
restaurants.

Every year in August and September-chile en
nogada season-he regales customers with his lav-
ish take on the traditional dish. It is a symbol of
Mexico with its green peppers bathed in creamy
white sauce and topped with red pomegranate
seeds-the colors of the Mexican flag. Munoz buys
his chiles from Diaz’s plantation, which meticulous-
ly protects its crop from hybrid seeds. “They are
saving the chile poblano,” says the chef.

But he is worried about many of the other 31
ingredients in the traditional chile en nogada,
which is stuffed with a mixture of ground meat
and fruits. “The fruits in the stuffing are in seri-
ous trouble: panochera apples, San Juan pears,
creole peaches, pink pine nuts and fresh wal-
nuts,” he says. Original versions of those ingredi-
ents are increasingly scarce, in part because
consumers have come to prefer imported
hybrids. Munoz illustrates the point clutching
two small, funny-looking apples in his hand. “One

of the reasons they’re in decline is their size.
They’re tiny. These days everyone’s looking for
the ‘ideal’ of big, shiny fruit,” he says. But they
are fooling themselves, he adds: the native ver-
sion is sweeter and tastier. — AFP

No Indian star has made a bigger splash in Hollywood
than Priyanka Chopra-and the “Baywatch” actress
told AFP she is on a quest to shatter myths about

Bollywood, including its approach to sex. Chopra was the
first Indian actress to lead a primetime US series with FBI
thriller “Quantico,” and cemented her global celebrity sta-
tus by marrying pop singer Nick Jonas last December.
That star power secured a glitzy, red-carpet slot at
Toronto’s film festival for “The Sky is Pink,” Chopra’s first
Hindi-language film in three years. It is the only Asian film
on the prestigious gala lineup at North America’s biggest
movie festival. “People get surprised when they see ‘The
Sky is Pink’ and they’re like, ‘this is not a Bollywood
movie.’ Bollywood is not a genre!” Chopra told AFP ahead
of the premiere Friday. 

“It really is my quest to educate people in that.”
Directed by Shonali Bose, “The Sky is Pink” tells the tragic
true story of Aisha Chaudhary, an inspirational Delhi
teenager whose life was cut short by a rare genetic disor-
der.  Chaudhary delivered a TED talk and wrote a book on
her battle before her death in 2015 at the age of 18. But the
film focuses on her parents, exploring how their marriage
and love-and even their sex life-survived the loss of two
children. Until recently kissing was rarely shown in films
made by conservative Bollywood, better known abroad for
its colorful musical numbers and fairytale romantic plots. 

‘Dying wish’ 
“I don’t think we haven’t spoken about sexuality in

Indian films-we do,” said Chopra, 37. “I think sexuality is
spoken about in many different ways in Indian cinema.”
“It’s culturally sensitive, yes,” she added. “India is an amal-
gamation of modernity and tradition. And this film is made
by a modern Indian. So hence, you see what her language
is. This is true to who she is.” Bose, whose own marriage
ended after she lost her son, was approached by
Chaudhary’s parents to make the film.

Chaudhary had been a fervent fan of the director’s
work, and never fulfilled her “dying wish” to see Bose’s
previous film “Margarita With A Straw.” Bose told AFP she
was moved by the request but chose to focus on the par-
ents after learning of their “amazing” love story and care
for their child. “They wanted the film to be about their
heroic dying teenage girl, and I don’t feel she would’ve
wanted to be on a pedestal-actually she was really cool
and humble,” she said.

Chopra, who does not have children, said she drew on
others’ experiences, including Bose’s, to play
Chaudhary’s mother Aditi. But there is plenty of Chopra
in the role too. At one point her character is described as
“the ‘almost’ Miss India.” Chopra herself was crowned
Miss World in 2000.

Global outlook 
As beauty pageants led to acting, Chopra, who attend-

ed school in the US, said she held onto her global outlook.
Also a singer, Chopra has released songs with US chart-
toppers including Pitbull and The Chainsmokers. “It’s a
genuine quest of mine to be able to cross-pollinate cul-
tures, and to be able to take Indian cinema to the globe as
much as I can,” she said, adding: “It’s not the language
that’s the barrier-it is the fear of the unknown.”

Movie-mad India has the largest film industry in the
world in terms of the number produced-up to 2,000 every
year in more than 20 languages, according to industry
data. Bollywood star Akshay Kumar regularly appears in
Forbes’ annual list of the world’s top 10 highest-paid
actors. In recent years Bollywood’s influence has spread in
North America, thanks to a growing, affluent South Asian
diaspora-and a smattering of Western converts. But while
other Bollywood actors and actresses have landed high-
profile roles in the US, such as Deepika Padukone in 2017’s
“XXX: Return of Xander Cage,” none are as recognizable
as Chopra. “I really hope that there’s so many more enter-
tainers from India that get the opportunity and push them-
selves towards global entertainment,” said Chopra. “The
world of entertainment is so global now,” she added. “With
streaming coming in everyone from anywhere can watch
anything.”— AFP

Tiananmen Square ‘Tank
Man’ photographer dies

The photographer who snapped the defining image of
China’s Tiananmen Square crackdown-a solitary
man defiantly blocking the path of a column of

tanks-has died in Indonesia, according to US officials.
American authorities confirmed the death of 64-year-old
Charlie Cole in Bali, where the Texan had been a long-time
resident. “We offer our sincerest condolences to the family
on their loss,” a state department official told AFP. Cole
won the 1990 World Press Photo award for his picture of a
man in a white shirt, carrying a shopping bag in each hand,
striding out into the road the day after troops killed hun-
dreds of pro-democracy protesters in the heart of Beijing.

The man, whose identity remains unknown, stopped in
front of a column of tanks and armored vehicles stretching
far down the road, later climbing onto the vehicle to
engage in a conversation with one of the tank crew as
gunshots crackled in the air.  “Tank Man” has become one
of the defining images of the 20th century, but the image
remains largely unrecognized in China due to censorship
of the image and the wider crackdown. His mystique has
been reinforced by his subsequent disappearance, proba-
bly at the hands of Chinese security forces. Several pho-
tographers captured Tank Man’s lone figure on film that

day. A picture of the scene by Jeff Widener of the
Associated Press, snapped from the balcony of the Beijing
Hotel, was nominated for a Pulitzer Prize. — AFP

An attacker wielding a utility knife has badly dam-
aged a work by the celebrated French conceptual
artist Daniel Buren at the Pompidou Centre in cen-

tral Paris, the museum said on Friday. The work, “Peinture
[Manifestation 3]”, suffered “serious deliberate damage” in
Thursday afternoon’s attack by the man, the museum said
in a statement. It said that a museum attendant alerted
security, and video cameras allowed the rapid finding of
the suspect. “He made no claim (over the attack) and was
handed over to the police,” it said. An investigation has

been opened by the judicial authorities after the museum
filed a complaint to police.

The artist, 81, has been informed of the incident and the
work itself transferred to the stores of the Pompidou
Centre to estimate the damage and restoration needed. It
will be replaced on public display by another work from
the artist. The Pompidou Centre said it understood the
suspect was no longer in detention and had been trans-
ferred to a psychiatric unit. 

“Peinture [Manifestation 3]” was created by Buren in
1967 and shows red and white stripes. It was purchased
for the museum’s collection in 1986. Buren is perhaps best
known for the succession of black-and-white columns he
inlaid into the inner courtyard of the Palais Royal complex
in central Paris in a hugely controversial installation that
opened in 1986.—AFP

Photographer
Charlie Cole.

(From left) Farhan Akhtar, Shonali Bose, and Priyanka Chopra
Jonas attend “The Sky Is Pink” premiere during the 2019
Toronto International Film Festival.


